Paws for Sick Kids Challenges
We have three challenges to choose from, Easy Pawsy, Pawfessional or you can make
up your own challenge.
Make sure you post all your challenges on your social media and use our hashtag
#pawsforsickkids Your picture or video will then go up on our Inspiration Wall.
ABOUT THE PAWFESSIONAL CHALLENGE
What are the 7 pawfessional challenge?
1. Temptation Challenge
2. Mario cart challenge
3. Active challenge
4. 5 commands on cue challenge
5. Hide & Seek Challenge
6. Selfie Challenge
7. Wilbur’s special Housework challenge

What is the Temptation Challenge?
The challenge asks your hoomans to place a nice tasty treat in front of their pet and then tell them to wait to eat
it. With the camera still recording, they leave the room to see if obedience or self-indulgence will prevail.
The hooman briefly leave the area and then return to see if their pet ate the treat or waited for the go-ahead
command.

What is the Mario Cart challenge?
The challenge asks your hoomans to place a line of treats in a row and tell your pet to wait. Use tik tok to
record this challenge with the Mario Cart music and record how your pet goes to get their treats. Check out
Wilbur completing this challenge here.

What is the active challenge?
This is an easy challenge, just do X kilometres of walking (or running) a day with your hooman at the park.
Take photos of your walk and reach your target! Aim for 5kms a day for a whole week if you can!

What is the 5 commands on cue challenge?
Sit, lay-down, high five, bark (or purr). Whatever cue your pet can do, just take a video, post it, and use our
hashtag.

What is the Hide and Seek Challenge?
Hide-and-seek is composed of two elements: there is the one who is hiding, and there is the one who is
seeking (it's pretty simple, really).
Pets do best as seeker. Wilbur knows this. They tend to roam away or get excited when they see you leaving,
thus, ruining the whole “finding” part of the game. As seeker, a pet can be motivated to find things they love. It
may be people, toys, or food. Whatever you choose, give your pet time to figure out the object of the game.
Some take a little longer than others do.

What do I need to do with the Selfie Challenge?
Take the best selfie photo with you and your hooman and post it on your social media by using our hashtag
#pawsforsickids. Wilbur will be announcing a competition for the best Selfie Pic, but you must be in it to win it!
What do I need to do with Wilbur’s Household challenge?
Ask your hooman to take a photo of you doing some Household chores like Wilbur. It could be doing the
dishes, making the bed, post it on your social media, and use our hashtag #pawsforsickkids. To check out
Wilbur washing the dishes click here.

Remember to post all your challenges on your social media and use our hashtag
#pawsforsickkids
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